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Abzu ps4 trophy guide

Discovery and research are key themes of Abzu, a swimming simulation that takes your unnamed diver through a dreamlike interpretation of ocean beauty. Like Journey before it, Abzu is all about experience; a meditative and emotional holiday that is absorbed by the wonders of nature. And even experimental indies like
Abzu get rewards. If you've stopped Auzu, which doesn't take much time at all, there's still a lot to reveal - if you're interested in embracing everything Abzu has to offer, we've created the step-by-step location guides and introductions of the complete guide that will help you 100% in all 12 trophies. For more
achievements/reward guides, check out our 100% Black Ops 3: Gorod Krovi Walkthrough or earn plenty of openings in our complete Mirror's Edge: Catalyst Achievement/Trophy Guide. The perfect rewards guide Jump out of the water. This trophy can be obtained from anywhere you can look at the surface of the sea.
Dive down and then keep up the pace to swim towards the top. You break the surface and jump out of the water - do it right in the first area of the game. If you miss your chance, there are later areas with surfaces that you can break. Turn while you ride the creature. Most areas of the game contain sea creatures that you
can ride. Normally, these creatures must be about the same size as your diver or larger. Find a peaceful creature, and when you persevere, press [Circle] to perform a flip. Creatures that can be ridden are common. You can get this at any stage of the game, and you ride a lot on the sea. Punctured 15 fish schools in the
jet stream. At certain points in the game, you enter a linear jet stream path that transports your divers from one area to another. There are fish schools during the jet stream. Just try to burst through a cluster of fish. Every time you do that, there's a voice and a light that means you've broken the school. There are several
jet streams, but you can earn this trophy with another jet stream if you aim carefully. If you miss it with another, you can easily get it in the third - all you have to do is hit 15 schools. Witness predation during meditation. Predators hunt underwater life naturally when exploring the underwater areas of Auzu. You're probably
witnessing predation - the hunter eats a smaller fish - while exploring, but this may not always happen during meditation. To meditate, you need to find a special meditation statue. Meditation statues are a kind of collectibles found in every area of abzu. For more information about finding these places, see the Zen Master
Award Guide below. Release the fish from all hidden pools. Abzu has three types of collectibles: hidden swimming pools, meditation statues and secret shells. There are a total of 20 hidden swimming pools – press [Square] to free the fish when swimming near their location. Hidden #1: Chapter 1 – The first swimming
pool can be found on the seabed at the very beginning. Ui through through and follow the yellow sand path on the right between the sea latton and the fork. There you will find a hidden swimming pool. Hidden #2: Chapter 1 – The previous entrance follows a yellow path toward light from afar on the left. On the way,
observe brightly lit plants around the O-shaped hole. All hidden swimming pools look like this, and they stand out from the surroundings. Hidden #3: Chapter 1 – Swim straight ahead in the same rock formation until the rocky ledge falls down and there is a slightly deeper seabed. When you hit the abyss, look along the
left edge to spot this pool. Hidden #4: Chapter 1 – At the end of the chapter, you arrive in an area with massive rock depths that originate from darkness. Swim down to the bottom of the tower with an O-shaped hole in the middle to spot this pool. Hidden #5: Chapter 2 – Ride the jet stream to arrive in a pink-tinted bowl-
shaped area. Swim right away to find this pool on the seabed. Hidden #6: Chapter 2 – From the start, move left instead of right to find this pool. The meditation statue can be seen further ahead. Hidden swimming pool: #7 2 – Swim straight through a sning rock formation towards the dark cave entrance. Instead of
stepping into a dark cave, swim over it and check the area above the entrance to find this hidden pool. Hidden #8: Chapter 2 – At the end of the chapter, you exit the old décor and reach a massive open area with darkness underneath. Swim forward (and down) to spot the meditation statue and then follow the tower to its
bottom. Near one of the ancient ruins of the seabed, look for bright plants that mark a hidden pool. Hidden #9: Chapter 3 – To the left of the ruined ancient bridge are two large rocky landings. On the lower landing there is a hidden swimming pool, just below one of the meditation statues. Hidden swimming#10: Chapter 3
– Swims over a ruined underwater bridge. When you get to the ground, look to the right. There's a cliff with another hidden swimming pool. Hidden #11: Chapter 3 – Still on the same ruined bridge, diving towards the pillars and looking to the left of the base pillars of the seabed. There you will find a third swimming pool.
Hidden #12: Chapter 3 – After activating the chains and opening the exit, swim through the trench and keep your eyes on the seabed. The last pool can be found in open chain doors. Hidden #13: Chapter 4 – At the beginning of the chapter swim only forward and stay close to the seabed to spot this pool. Hidden #14:
Chapter 4 – Follow the trenches path marked with a pyramidal drone crashing from the first pool. White bones will lead you through the trench, where you will find another swimming pool. Hidden swimming pool #15: Chapter 4 – Back to the first pool. Instead of choosing the left path, choose the right path, which is also
marked with a crashed drone and full of bones. You're running. this hidden pool almost immediately. Hidden #16: Chapter 4 – In the last area of this chapter, swim down to the bottom of volcanic gutters. There is a huge mouth-shaped opening in front, filled with stylactics and stalagmite. Before swimming through, swim
above the gap to check out the jutting rock platform with the last hidden pool. Hidden #17: Chapter 6 – Just as you swim under the stone corridor to the left of the chain-connected staircase, look down on the seabed. Under the first meditation statue is an easily located hidden swimming pool. Hidden #18: Chapter 6 –
The first area has a large waterfall on the right. Swim to the seabed, where the waterfall structure meets the earth. There are bones in the illuminated area of the second pool. Hidden #19: Chapter 6 – Reach the round rotunda area at the very end of the chapter, turn left and notice this swimming pool near the sea cane
stalks. Hidden #20: Chapter 6 – In the same room, turn right and follow a narrow path to another gazebo platform. There is a swimming pool on the sandy seabed. Find all the meditation statues. There are a total of 12 meditation statues. If you want to find these statues, you need to meditate - the statues are shaped like
a smell, and are often placed in an easy-to-find place. Like hidden pools, press [Square] near the statue to start meditating. The #1: Chapter 1 – Swim forward from the beginning of the chapter until you reach the area where the seabed falls. Follow the rocky ledges to the right and notice a large statue of meditation on a
high cliff. All the meditation statues look like this shark figure, so keep your eyes open! The statue #2: Chapter 1 – The second statue can be found after the altar has been used. In a colorful enclosure swim towards the surface to detect a rumbled rock with a meditation statue. The #3: Chapter 2 – After using the jet
stream, you arrive in a pink-tinted area with a large sloping stone base. After that formation, there's a dark cave entrance. Turn around and look to the left of the cave to find this statue. The #4: Chapter 2 – After activating the altar, turn left to see this altar on a high cliff. It is prominently displayed and should be easy to
spot from the altar structure. The #5: Chapter 2 – At the end of the chapter, the pyramid is visible, swimming down directly from the entrance to the interior structure. There is a tall stone tower with the last statue at the top. You don't see it until you swim into the darkness. The statue #6: Chapter 3 – At the beginning of
the chapter, look at the high rock bills to the left of the ruined bridge. At the top is a statue of meditation right next to the first secret shell of this chapter next to the leading shell. The #7: Chapter 3 – Reactivate the altar, and turn right on the structure and look up. Continue swimming upwards to find the statue on a cliff
overlooking the depths. Statue #8: Chapter 3 – Following the Route to the Ancient a room containing pictures and pictures of its egyptian hieroglyph-like buildings, check the back right corner of the room before moving on. The #9: Chapter 4 – Swim from the beginning of the chapter onwards and notice the first hidden
swimming pool on the seabed. Look a little to the left of the rocks above the pool to find the first statue of this chapter. The #10: Chapter 4 – When leaving the cave, you can reach a large open water area with volcanic gutters. Swim down to the bottom of the sea — straight down from the cave exit. The statue is located
on the seabed, among volcanic shadows. The #11: Chapter 6 – Exactly where the chapter begins, swims under an ancient bridge to reach a larger chamber and immediately turn right. There is a pier with the first statue overlooking the rest of the room. The #12: Chapter 6 – Starting from the last room of the chapter,
swim directly to the pier with the gazebo. The shark statue is clearly visible on the edge. To track Zen Master's progress, go to the pause menu and select Meditation to see if you've missed the statues. Finish the adventure. This trophy naturally opens after running the game and watching credits. Abzu is very linear and
shows the story to the end. There's nothing difficult here. The following are hidden prizes, including a special Collector Award. Add all the secret envelopes to your collection. Secret shells are the trickiest collectibles to find. There are 19 secret shell casings; look for large glowing white shells of mussels. Press [Square] to



interact and collect - get all 19 secret shells opens a new diving suit for your character. Secret Shell #1: Chapter 1 – Swim through rock formation and seasweed from the beginning. Past the skin of the sea directly in front, you can reach the edge of the cliff. Look at the rock cave in the light shining from the surface —
follow the yellow dirt route in green. Secret Shell #2: Chapter 1 – After encountering the shark, continue to the narrow cave entrance. It is a very black fissure in the rock, which eventually opens into a large cave bathed in navy blue. Continue through the sea post straight ahead and turn left as you enter another cave
chamber. Secret Shell #3: Chapter 1 – Later you'll get to a massive open area with rocky towers - one of these towers has an O-shaped hole. Swim into the darkness below in front of this O-shaped hole with the tower and check near the tower base. Secret Shell #4: Chapter 2 – At the beginning of the chapter, you are in
pink fields. Swim to a high (and very simple) platform a little right when swimming straight ahead. It is clearly visible and easy to detect when exploring. Secret Shell #5: Chapter 2 – As you drive the jet stream through a massive cave full of endless pillars, you finally enter the trenches and then sweep. Stay in the left
corner of the jet stream and notice the shell on the ledge. Secret Shell #6: Chapter 2 – Shark Meditation Statue Swims down to the left rear corner of the very high rock tower. When you get to the dark seabed, look for a bunch of large rocks with ancient vases in the sludge. There's a shell between the ancient ruins.
Secret Shell #7: Chapter 3 – Swim to the high rock platform on the left, where a huge stone cup is located next to a meditation statue. A chain has fallen into this well. Dive deep into the pits to find the first sea shell of the chapter. Secret Shell #8: Chapter 3 – Reach a dark cave with a statue of sharks in the light after
opening a large chain door. Normally, you move on through fissure. Instead, turn right and the 'U' turn to the statue and then swim to the thick seaweed. There's a hidden alko with another sea shell. Secret Shell #9: Chapter 3 – With its huge arena-shaped ancient ruins, swim down to a huge gate at the bottom. Above
this giant door is a room with windows - swim to a small room to find the last shell for this chapter. Secret Shell #10: Chapter 4 – In a dark area where chest bones are littered with strange reverse pyramid devices, swim left over a jagged, narrow rock towards the surface of the water. Look between the thoracic bones to
find the shell. Secret Shell #11: Chapter 4 – Swimming through a trench with destroyed (and flashing) pyramid devices, you will eventually reach a smaller hole in the cave. Swim inside, then swim towards the cave roof and look at the right rock wall to spot the hidden sea shell. Secret Shell #12: Chapter 4 – In a massive
expediment with incredibly high pillars and whales in the darkness, stay close to the starting wall and swim straight down until you see a strangely shaped rock platform from a steep barrier. Secret Shell #13: Chapter 6 – Swim past the first stone staircase and surface at the beginning of the chapter. Find another
staircase that you can reach from the water's edge. Climb up and climb the stairs to get the shell. Secret Shell #14: Chapter 6 – Swim in the same area to the right of the chamber with a waterfall. Climb out of the waterfall onto a prodding man-made pier to cross a hidden room. Dive back into the water covered with lily
pads and notice the shell of the sea in the middle of the round room. Secret Shell #15: Chapter 6 – You go on to a flooded civilization, arrive at another place on the gazebo platform (six pages) just barely grabbing the water in the middle. There are yellow trees on top of it. Check under the gazebo yourself to make sure
to grab the shell. Secret Shell #16: Chapter 7 – Look at the geometric exterior walls of the area with the Great Great Shark. There is a high margin outside the water that you can't reach just by climbing out of the water. Instead, you need to break the surface of the water with a boost jump to reach the platform, which
contains one of the last shells. Or you can simply swim and wait near the shell itself - after a while Se. Secret Shell #17: Chapter 7 – Just as you exit the geometric rock housing and exit to a much wider sea area, turn right. Lift up from the water and look at the high ledges of your former fence - there's a sea shell that's
hard to spot high on one of the cliffs. If you confirm near the shells, it will fly to your father. Secret Shell #18: Chapter 7 – Up front you'll see the last giant pyramid glowing in the far away. Instead of going for it, turn left and swim to the floating glacier island. Climb out and watch next to the resting polar bear to get the
penultimate sea shell. You will also receive the Arctic Explorer Award. Secret Shell #19: Credits – This shell appears during the end tecterites. After a minute or two, the display shows the correct shell. Just swim and grab it to complete your collection. Once all the secret shells have been discovered, use the ancient
doors of civilization to get a new diving suit for your character. Find those lurking in the depths. Explore the depths to find a giant Kraken in Chapter 4 or Chapter 7. The trophy does not say that you also need to ride a behemoth undersea creature. Grab a ride and ride for a while and the trophy will pop. The Kraken
appears in Chapter 4 or 7 with a white shark. Ride the great white shark. A great white shark appears in Chapter 7, having activated the ball in the center of the blue underwater chamber and reached the shark hunting grounds. Here you just need to swim towards the shark and grab a ride. Do this before you leave the
ward. Break into the water on the back of a blue whale. Also in Chapter 7, at the end of the chapter, you need to find the sparking pyramids. If you break them all in order, you will end up in a very large area with the final pyramid device - this is bigger than the others. Going through the last pyramid device will take you
into new territory. Before you swim into it, look down at the bottom of this last chamber. There should be several blue whales below. These massive creatures are slow enough to catch - they must hold on to breathing teeth, hold on and drive until the whale has surfaces. They swim toward the top and break the water.
You'll experience the shortness of the event. When it's all over, your prize will show up. Explore the polar region. This is stated once again in Chapter 7. In the same area where you found the blue whales (and broke the water while riding) - follow the pyramid equipment until you reach the large open area of the glacier
walls. Just as you arrive at the whale ward, turn left. In the distantness is an island made of ice, which peaks from the surface. Observe the bottom of a small glacier and swim toward the polar region of penguins. Climb out and collect a secret shell to earn your last hidden trophy. Look near the sleeping polar bear to find
the shell. the island is unique on the surface, and it is easy to spot when you see it. That's all you need to explore abzu to earn a 100% trophy to finish. Once this is done, feel free to experience the beauty of this artistically designed and gracefully designed research game without all these challenges to get in the way.
You want us to know something else about Abzu? Let us know in the comments! Comments!
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